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INCREASING SAFETY: the system prevents possible accidents caused by broken 
or damaged IRJs

INSTANT ALERTS: the alarms instantly warn the maintenance operator in case of 
anomalies

EASY AND DURABLE INSTALLATION: thanks to high-strength magnets, a single 
operator can install a sensor in a few minutes, also on joints in operation

REMOVABLE: quickly using a simple mechanical tool in case of heavy track main-
tenance (af track renewal)

PREDICTIVE: using continuous measurements, any deviation from the normal ope-
rating state can be identified in advance

MODULAR: further sensors can be added to the System in more phases to monitor 
a wider area or additional line sections or in case of layout modification

COST EFFECTIVE: the System reduces the cost for visual inspections as well as for 
ordinary maintenance

The COGI application enables NeuRAIL to 
monitor the longitudinal displacement of the 
rail ends in IRJs, with the primary objective of 
detecting incipient or total damage. It enables 
remote, continuous, real-time measurement 
with micrometric resolution of the defects 
that, over time, affect Glued Insulated Joints.

In particular, the application identify the ovali-
ty of the fishplate holes produced by the cyclic 
action of dynamic loads and temperature 
excursions and the consequent ungluing of 
the joints that are often the cause of rail ac-
cidents.
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For each monitored IRJ, several  
diagnostic parameters are displayed:

 Static displacement of the rail ends

 Alarms

  Daily statistics

 Rail Temperature

 Axle counting

 Event data logger (RCE)

  Dynamic response to train transits

User Friendly Customized Interface:
the MaIntenanCe OperatOr Can MOnItOr the status Of all IrJs Over a 

wIde area wIth data and alarMs aCCOrdInG tO CustOM preferenCes

COGI is certified by an Independent Safety Assessor complying with the Functional Requirements and 
Acceptance Criteria defined in TCAR SF AR 12 004 A Specification by Rete Ferroviaria Italiana (RFI).

Continuous, high acquisition rate (>= 1kHz) and high resolution 
(<= 1μm) measurements feed the Big Data dataset allowing pre-
dictive analysis based on Machine and Deep Learning models.


